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Guidelines for OK Region of Narcotics Anonymous Event Sub-Committees
This guide is intended to provide a basis for OKRSC Event Sub-Committees to operate from. All guidelines
may not specifically apply to all such Sub-Committees, but we hope the concepts within the guide will be
adapted to most situations, as well as serve the same purpose for other NA areas and/or groups.
Duties Event Sub-Committee
There are some usual sub-committees found in our events committees such as: Taping, Vending,
Merchandising, Programming, Event Information, Registration, Hospitality, and Event Site Liaison, as well as
Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer.
Taping is responsible to locate a contractor to audiotape segments of the event such as workshops or
speakers. Vending usually locates outside vendors to furnish merchandising items such as jewelry, clothing,
greeting cards, etc.
Merchandising usually provides items like T-shirts and mugs etc. directly related to the event. These items
are usually purchased from within the Event budget.
Programming can be responsible for determining speakers, workshops, time schedules, the printed programs
for the event, and commemorative banners. Programming may wish to request audio-tapes of the invited
speakers, to determine content. This sub committee may also wish to request outlines of workshop
presenters for the same reason. Speakers and/or tapes as well as workshops should be reviewed for clear
and concise NA message (It should be noted the Plains States Zone, of which the OK Region is a part, has
developed a pool of speakers and workshop presenters in hopes of reducing travel costs).
Event Information handles media inquiries regarding the event and NA in general, and can also provide
informational mail-outs to both the fellowship and outside agencies such as treatment centers, department of
correction facilities, half-way houses, etc.
Registration usually is responsible to design the system for registration at the event.
Hospitality is usually responsible for any welcoming room catering efforts.
Event Site Liaison is responsible for interaction between the site and the committee requests. The committee
requests of the site should be given to the liaison as soon as possible in the event planning process.
Fundraising is responsible for such events during the calendar year that precedes the event. While these
monies are generated through the event name, i.e., Convention, Campout, Retreat, the funds are to be
reported and turned into the event treasurer who in turn, shall transfer all such monies to the OK Region
treasurer at RSO.
Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary and Treasurer duties are similar to other like positions regarding service in NA.
Event committees are free to determine their meeting format. It is, however, suggested that sub-committees
submit written reports about their activities since the last meeting, and these monthly reports as well as
year-end reports are given to the incoming committee members for review. This may be helpful in
determining timelines as well as duties for incoming sub committee members of future events. The year-end
report for each regional event will be given by the out-going chair or alternate thereof, at the RSC meeting
following the event.
Particular duties found in the above sub-committee descriptions, or the committees themselves can be
combined or deleted as needed.
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Financial
Any event committee should set up a proposed budget as soon as is feasible, and present that budget
to the RSC for review. Presentation of this budget proposal at the first RSC meeting after the first two subcommittee meetings is recommended.
Initial operating funds, sometimes referred to as seed money, for things such as committee meeting
space rent or secretarial expenses shall be dispersed to the event treasurer, in the amount of $200.00.
The committee chairpersons should ask each of their sub committees to keep financial records of their
activities, (a form is available from OK.RSO) and include this information with their meeting reports.
Merchandise items such as T-Shirts, coffee mugs, are pre-approved to a $2000.00 maximum. Additional
expenses over $2000.00 are allowed, but such requests need to go to RSC for approval.
At this time, (Feb. 2003) under Oklahoma statutes, raffles are considered illegal and such activity is deemed
a felony. The OKRSC decided not to hold raffles unless events state the rules prior to this type of fundraising
activity. However, this type activity is possible as long as anyone regardless of ability to pay may be provided
the chance to win without charge. A complete set of guidelines concerning how to hold drawings of this type
is available from RSO.
Event Sub-Committees and OK Regional Service Office
In an effort to maintain a single point of responsibility, funds generated through pre-event
merchandise sales, for example, shall be turned in to the RSO/RSC treasurer instead of these funds being
kept within the sub committee. Committees must prepare to be able to turn in monies generated during
events. All monies must be turned in no later than 10 days following the close of the event.
Contracts with any agent supplying goods or services to the Event Committee shall be directed to OKRSO for
signing. This is to provide a buffer between the committee members themselves and possible legal issues
that may arise as a result of the event.
Any event sub committee dealing with outside vendors, should request that the vendor supply WSO
licensing information with correspondence and this licensing information be included when submitting
contracts to RSO.
Members found to have misappropriated NA funds, will immediately be required to step down from
their positions. Any other service committees, on which the member serves that require stewardship over NA
funds will be notified. If after one month the member has not taken steps to alleviate the situation, the OK
RSC can direct RSO to take any appropriate legal action to recover NA funds.
RSO does not recommend any event committee member who is found to misappropriate or mishandle NA
funds in anyway, be given such responsibilities by future committees, without extremely through
consideration by the service body involved. RSO further recommends Area and Group service committees
consider taking this same type of action when filling their service positions regarding the handling of NA
funds.
The RSC will forward all returned checks received from event committees to RSO for resolution. All
event sub committees are encouraged to review the OK Region Bylaws, Section XIII, under Activities, and
with specific respect to Items A-4, B, and C, as well as any other similarly related NA publications.
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Guidelines for OK Region of Narcotics Anonymous Event Sub-Committees
With the Twelve Concepts
Committee (OKRSC) has created this guide to assist event planning committees with the planning process.
The guide includes information taken from the 12 Concepts of NA, a list of jobs and their descriptions that are
commonly required, and a financial section. All guidelines may not specifically apply to all such SubCommittees, but we hope the guide will be adapted to most situations, as well as serve the same purpose for
other NA areas and/or groups in the OK Region.
Concept One: To fulfill our fellowship’s primary purpose, the NA groups have joined together to create a
structure which develops, coordinates and maintains services on behalf of NA as a whole.
Services should be developed, maintained and coordinated with the primary purpose of serving the addict who
still suffers kept firmly in mind. Several spiritual principles are evident in the wording of this Concept. The
principle of unity implies that NA groups have joined together and developed a service structure which
provides services, by delegation, on behalf of the groups.
Using the guiding principle of humility, this Concept states that our event subcommittees exist because the
groups created them, not the other way around. Implicit also is the principle of integrity, which tells us that all
our actions in carrying out our responsibilities are a reflection of the groups which have created us.
Concept Two: The final responsibility and authority for NA services rests with the NA groups.
As members of event subcommittees, we provide resources to the groups and the groups provide resources to
us. The voice of the groups gives us our direction in planning how to help guide the still suffering addict to our
meetings. The resources— both human and monetary—, with which the groups provide us, enable us to
follow that direction.
In working out the delicate balance between trust and delegation with the groups which created us, we have
found that humility and patience are two of the principles which come before the personalities.
Concept Three: The NA groups delegate to the service structure the authority necessary to fulfill the
responsibilities assigned to it.
The Third Concept speaks of delegation. The NA groups delegate to us the authority necessary to fulfill the
tasks they have assigned us. We, in turn, are accountable to them for that authority. As PI subcommittees, it is
equally important that, when we select people to lead and to serve us, we also practice vigilance and
accountability. When we ask people to speak about our Fellowship, it is important that those chosen practice
humility and the other spiritual principles necessary to help them effectively carry out their task.
When we are designing a project, it is important to support that project throughout its entire life cycle, not
abandon our responsibility for it part of the way through. When selecting speakers for PI presentations, we
must keep in mind that what is important in the end is the credibility of our Fellowship itself, not that of the
individual messengers. Again, humility and integrity play important roles here.
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When delegating responsibilities, or when receiving delegated responsibilities, we must understand exactly
what these responsibilities are, and precisely how much authority has been delegated. Sometimes with new
projects or new committees, the groups will want to have more involvement in the decision-making process
than they would if the project were a continuation of a previous one or the committee had been in existence for
a while. Trust in our trusted servants is not automatic. We develop this trust by continuing to act with honesty
and integrity within the committee framework, guided by group conscience and the will of our Higher Power.
This concept is directly important to our service committees as they communicate within themselves and with
each other. Honest, effective, and complete internal communications paves the way for unity of purpose in
developing, coordinating, and maintaining services on behalf of NA. A good part of communications involves
listening to what others are saying, and the committee should always operate with an attitude of respect and
attention to all participants.
Clear and effective communication is equally essential within the committee itself, other parts of the service
structure, and with the public. For example, within the committee, new members should be guided by those
with experience in making reports which are both inclusive and concise.
Concept Four: Effective leadership is highly valued in Narcotics Anonymous. Leadership qualities should
be carefully considered when selecting trusted servants.
We must carefully select our trusted servants, choosing them not only for their willingness to serve, but also
for their abilities, skills, and experience. Qualities such as humility, honesty and trustworthiness are as
important as willingness. We should choose leaders who will listen open-mindedly to the groups’ direction
and their fellow members’ experience, yet who will also stand firm on sound principles if the need arises.
After making the selection, we must continue to evaluate our leaders’ work and give them direction.
In PI, our committees are generally project-oriented. Project leaders, or coordinators, must be given resource
support to enable them to carry out their responsibilities efficiently. They should also be encouraged to
involve others through delegation, and by asking for guidance from those who have had experience with
similar projects in the past.
Concept Five: For each responsibility assigned to the service structure, a single point of decision and
accountability should be clearly defined
Each action we perform should have a clear point of accountability. For the committee as a whole, that point is
the chair who reports to his or her respective Area Service Committee, Regional Service Committee, or World
Services.
For specific projects, the usual type of work we do in PI service, a single coordinator, project leader, or ad hoc
chair should be selected. This person should be held accountable for the responsibilities assigned to him or
her. These responsibilities and our other expectations of that person should be clearly defined; some
committees include them in their guidelines or procedural manuals
The spiritual principles important to the Fifth concept are integrity, respect, and trust. This concept’s
insistence upon accountability fosters all three principles. In essence, the committee tells the individual who
has been selected as the single point of accountability for a task that it trusts him or her and that, through this
trust, it is showing that it respects that person’s personal integrity.
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Trust, as has been pointed out earlier, must be earned. The committee, in selecting this person as the single
point of accountability, is saying that his or her past actions—both on behalf of service to the NA Fellowship,
as well as in his or her personal life—have convinced them to trust that individual with the responsibility of
carrying out the particular task assigned. They respect the individual’s personal integrity, and trust him or her
to accomplish the task with excellence, and within the time frame allotted for it.
Concept Six: Group conscience is the spiritual means by which we invite a loving God to influence our
decision.
Group conscience is essential to effective committee work. A single trusted servant’s lone voice, putting forth
a "brilliant idea" should bring that idea to the committee for discussion and input. Sometimes our brilliant
ideas must be amended in light of past committee experiences or a broader understanding of NA’s traditions.
Committee members must remember that the group process serves NA and the decisions of the group should
be respected and faithfully implemented.
Our own literature’s narrative chapter on Concept Six reminds us that the word "group" in "group conscience"
should be interpreted as "collective" when it states, "Developing a collective conscience provides us with the
spiritual guidance we need for making service decisions." The last paragraph of its discussion begins, "Group
conscience is the means by which we collectively invite the ongoing guidance of a Higher Power in making
decisions." Thus, group conscience means the collective conscience of those (trusted servants) participating in
the committee’s decisions.
What exactly, then, is the individual conscience of each participant?
It is an essentially spiritual characteristic. It is our innate sense of right and wrong. "Higher mental and
emotional functions such as conscience and the ability to love were sharply affected by our drug use. Living
skills were reduced to the animal level. Our spirit was broken. The capacity feel human was lost. This seems
extreme, but many of us have been in this state." [Narcotics Anonymous Basic Text, 5th Edition, English,
pages 101-102]. As we steadily apply spiritual principles in our lives, our decisions and actions increasingly
become less motivated by self-interest, and more motivated by what our conscience tells us is good and right.
Another way to put it is to realize that when we practice the development of a group conscience, we are
applying the spiritual principles of selflessness, honesty, and humility, all byproducts of a personal spiritual
awakening. Our own personal sense of right and wrong contributes to the development of our groups’
consciences and thus influences our committees’ direction and decisions.
The Sixth Concept’s idea that individual consciences combine and interact to form a collective conscience is a
very strong and spiritually sound view of the phrase "group conscience."
Concept Seven: All members of a service body bear substantial responsibility for that body's decisions and
should be allowed to fully participate in its decision-making processes.
The Seventh concept teaches us that all members of our service teams should truly participate in the teams’
decision-making processes.
All contributions count and maximum involvement yields sound, sensitive service decisions. We welcome the
Sixth Concept’s idea that individual consciences combine and interact to form a collective group conscience.
When applied conscientiously, the seventh concept tends to equalize each contributing voice in relation to the
whole. The seventh concept also points out the reason we encourage full participation in our decision-making
processes; it is because each person who helps make the committee’s collective decision on some issue bears
substantial responsibility for his and her individual decisions.
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Full participation in discussion is essential to good decision-making. If a committee discovers that full
discussion is frequently limited due to time constraints, it may wish to consider changing the length or the
frequency of its meetings.
Full discussion, of course, does not mean unlimited discussion with several members speaking repeatedly
during the discussion. The chairperson may need to implement discussion tools to help manage the meeting.
Some of these tools including limiting the number of pros and cons which may be discussed on each issue;
calling on each individual only once or twice during each discussion; or limiting the time any one individual
may speak on a particular issue. If any of these methods is used, it must be consistently implemented to ensure
fairness, and so that each person present understands the committee’s protocol for equitable participation.
Although full participation does not necessarily mean that each person in the room is permitted a vote, a
committee’s voting procedures should always be clearly stated, perhaps in its guidelines. Being inclusive,
however, is always preferable to being exclusive. Committees often work by consensus and vote only when
consensus is not reached."
Concept Eight: Our service structure depends on the integrity and effectiveness of our communications.
The groups have joined together to create a service structure which develops, coordinates, and maintains
services on behalf of NA. The relationship of the groups to our structure is a two-way street analogous to the
sponsor/sponsee relationship in our recovery. Our sponsors can only be effective in helping us if we honestly
tell them who we are and what our experiences have been. Similarly, in Public Information work, our services
are only as effective as the communications which support and guide them.
Full, honest reporting to those we serve ensures that the flow of information will support our continued growth
as a Fellowship, since true group conscience comes best from having all available information on hand, and
then from open-mindedly listening to it all. Clear, frequent communication helps ensure that our services will
be effective because they will more fully represent the collective conscience of our groups.
This concept is directly important to our service committees as they communicate within themselves and with
each other. Honest, effective, and complete internal communications paves the way for unity of purpose in
developing, coordinating, and maintaining services on behalf of NA. A good part of communications involves
listening to what others are saying, and the committee should always operate with an attitude of respect and
attention to all participants.
Clear and effective communication is equally essential within the committee itself, other parts of the service
structure, and with the public. For example, within the committee, new members should be guided by those
with experience in making reports which are both inclusive and concise.
Concept Nine: All elements of our service structure have the responsibility to carefully consider all
viewpoints in their decision-making processes
The ninth concept reminds us that our selfless service to others requires that all viewpoints be considered. We
need to seek out and listen open-mindedly to all available viewpoints during our decision-making processes in
order to make a true group conscience decision.
That lone voice which often quietly says, "What about this..?" can often save the committee from stepping
outside the limits of our concepts and traditions. That single voice which says, "Why don’t we try this..?"
cansometimes lead to exciting new possibilities for the committee. It is the chairperson’s responsibility to
include those voices in the discussion.
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It is the committee’s responsibility to carefully consider all viewpoints and it is the individual’s responsibility
to abide by the final decision of the group, whether or not consensus has been reached.
Concept Ten: Any member of a service body can petition that body for the redress of a personal grievance,
without fear of reprisal.
Although NA is a spiritual fellowship, its members are human. We have strong opinions and attitudes, and the
free expression of those attitudes is our responsibility and right during the course of contributing to the
decision-making process. We learned the value of considering all viewpoints in the Ninth concept. When we
have been the minority voice ourselves, however, and have challenged the status-quo with our ideas and input,
sometimes our freedom imprisons us.
Occasionally we might become stereotyped and judged rather than listened to and understood. If we suffer
hurt during the process, the Tenth Concept allows us a vehicle by which we might address our grievance
without fear of reprisal.
A process for considering a Tenth Concept petition is an essential item for each service committee. Hearing
such a petition is often a painful time during a committee’s life together. If a process has been developed and
clearly defined in the committee’s guidelines or procedures, the anguish of hearing a fellow member’s
grievance can be lessened, and mutual respect between all parties involved should be more easily attained.
As a guiding principle, the Tenth Concept is not designed to be used as a weapon against those who disagree
with us. It is intended, rather, as a balance mechanism which can protect the integrity of our personal
involvement in the delivery of Public Information services.
Concept Eleven: NA funds are to be used to further our primary purpose, and must be managed
responsibly.
The eleventh concept ties together many of the previous concepts. It requires that all financial resources be
used to further the primary purpose, whether it directly or indirectly affects the addict who still suffers.
It is important to remember that it is the work, not the resources, which is important. Simply put: just because
a committee has a lot of money, that doesn't mean it should take on the largest project it can imagine.
Responsible management of resources, both financial and human, requires us to follow the direction of the
groups and our own collective consciences when assigning priorities to service projects and tasks. Responsible
management also requires that we practice regular reporting to ensure complete accountability for our
financial resources.
Financial responsibility can be a difficult subject. Funds should be managed by the committee with periodic
comprehensive review procedures, as well as safeguards designed to protect the individual trusted servants.
Financial reports and written documentation should be kept and available for others to review. Reports to the
respective Area Service Committee, Regional Service Committee, and World Services should include detailed
financial statements as requested those committees. The committee’s decisions concerning how to spend the
money allocated to it should always keep in mind the necessarily limited nature of our financial resources; it
should also frequently monitor the effectiveness of its expenditures in furthering the primary purpose.
We have found that making realistic budgets, and then living within them, is a laudable enterprise, both within
the NA Fellowship, and in life in general.
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Concept Twelve: In keeping with the spiritual nature of Narcotics Anonymous, our structure should be
one of service, never of government.
As a guiding principle, the Twelfth Concept teaches us that Public Information services should be kept within
the spiritual boundaries which nurture our personal growth, and the growth of the NA fellowship. When
working with one another on a committee or task team, we should express attitudes of cooperation, not
dictation.
As PI committees, we seek to cooperate and facilitate our public information efforts with other PI and other
service committees whenever service boundaries are crossed. We never take action to “force” other PI
committees to serve our will or accept our actions as justified. In fact, by following the will of the fellowship
in doing PI work, we cover the range of most of the spiritual principles we’ve learned about in our personal
recovery.
Two of these spiritual principles are especially important for PI workers. The first one is humility. Members of
PI committees don't seek accolades for the work they do. PI workers carry the message anonymously, and
most times, indirectly to those who still suffer. Much of the work done by PI committees is unnoticed by the
average NA group member. However PI workers do see the gift of practicing humility when a Higher Power
reveals the greatest gift of service; a newcomer who found NA through our PI efforts.
The principle of selfless service also rings true for PI workers. Those of us who succeed in putting what is best
for NA as a whole over our personal interests are acting in a truly selfless manner. The typical lessons
experienced by most PI committee members, such as learning to let go of one’s personal problems before
entering a committee meeting, listening to new PI committee members with patience and respect, giving
personal time and resources to educate the fellowship about the value of PI,—all truly show selfless service.
By faithfully applying the two principles, selflessness and humility, PI workers serve their respective service
committees, as well as the groups, the public and the addict who still suffers. For us to best serve those who
have asked us to do so, we must keep these spiritual principles in mind at all times.
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Accounting Worksheet Forward
Activities for the OK Region include the Regional Convention (OKRCNA); Clean & Crazy
Campout (CCC); Fall Spiritual Retreat (FSR) and the General Service Assembly (GSA). All of these
events need to provide a safe place for all people attending to unite and celebrate recovery. They
usually provide learning workshops and NA recovery meetings. While our events are primarily
concerned with carrying our message of recovery, they are also an important way to generate funds
for the fellowship. Consequently, our events are not intended to break even, but to close with
positive cash flow.
The OK Region needs event proceeds to help projects such as providing service workshops
and other types of assistance to our areas, procure appropriate insurance policies, contribute to
Narcotics Anonymous World Services (NAWS) and defer costs associated with travel expenses for
our RD (Regional Delegate), RDA (Regional Delegate Alternate), or another regional representative
to World service workshops, zonal forum meetings and World service conferences. This type of
fellowship participation can bring valuable information to our region; areas and groups helping to
continue recovery carry out our primary purpose and remain updated on NA world information and
events.
It is imperative as responsible, productive members of NA that we manage our money
correctly. Three pieces of information that will help us directly adhere to our 12 Concepts of
Service, the 11th Concept among others are;
A. A Written Budget
All regional activities have a spending cap of $2000. It is useful for a committee to estimate
or budget what the costs are to be for that event. It is wise for a written estimate or budget be
established within a few months after a committee is gathered. It is the responsibility of the
event committee chair and treasurer to work together and present a budget to OKRSC once
finalized. Any spending above $2000, which is not uncommon for some events, needs to be
requested. There are a number of reasons for this procedure, one is due to the need to
continue to be financially responsible to all those we serve. Secondly, such records can help
the incoming committee make their event plans, and such information can be helpful in
securing hotels and other sites we may use for our events.
B. Documentation
Whenever requesting an invoice to be paid or reimbursement of an expense we must
ALWAYS have an accompanying document, receipt or invoice. If an invoice cannot be
received an “Estimate” provided by the company requesting payment is needed. Gathering
these items is a responsibility of the treasurer for that event.
C. Communication
Communication between the event chair, event treasurer and the regional treasurer is critical
and really not that difficult.
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The following sheets are the Regional Accounting Worksheets. This tool is intended to help
manage our money responsibly and we must account for it correctly. These worksheets were
designed to help all event subcommittee chairs account for all expenses and income as that event
progresses. The process is:
1. Prior to the events committee monthly meeting, the event subcommittee (i.e. fundraising,
merchandise, hospitality and registration: see OKRSC Bylaws for further information on the different
jobs that may be required for specific events) fills out their worksheet and attach copies of all
receipts and invoices which can be reported only when they have income or expense to report.
Other committees, such as programming for instance that might have expenses will turn in their
information directly to the event treasurer. Those reports are given verbally in the committee
meeting but the worksheet and corresponding receipts are still given to the treasurer.
2. The treasurer transfers information from all worksheets turned in and enters it on their treasurer’s
report. The treasurer will need 2 copies of their report- 1 for the secretary for the event minutes and
the other will go to the event chair with accompanying invoices or receipts. This gives the chair a
good tool to report all income and expenses for that month and year to the Regional Committee.
This worksheet and receipts will ultimately be turned in to the regional treasurer. This will help
gather financial information for all the events and make sure that everything has been accounted for
and there are no outstanding invoices.
The following worksheets are samples and can be used in a hand written format. They are
also available on disc (from the OKRSC) in Word and Excel. For those of us who prefer Excel the
worksheets have formulas to do the adding a subtracting automatically. The Excel worksheet will
also convert to a Works spreadsheet.
With this packet each event subcommittee will receive a carbonless receipt
booklet (s). The receipt book is an excellent tool for the merchandise, registration and fundraising
sub-committees and necessary for the treasurer of each. Some examples of their use are:
1. Merchandise: During the year any memorabilia inventory items checked out to committee
members to sell at events and locations leading up to the event itself, or anytime during the actual
event.
2. Registration: Pre-registrations should have a receipt when money is received, which also
provides reliable information regarding the number of pre-registrants.
3. Fundraising: When sales of merchandise are made throughout the year. Receipt books are also
a good tool to track raffle tickets sales. Not to record the sale of each raffle ticket, but to track the
total number of raffle tickets sold. The accounting worksheet is designed to reflect all income
separately, which can be used to help with future fundraising ideas about what works well and what
does not.
4. Treasurer: This is an invaluable tool at any event. While traveling from registration to
merchandise to hospitality etc collecting money, a receipt can be filled out and initialed by you and
the person responsible for that area.
If your committee is in need for further assistance with these procedures or you need help
with the worksheets you can contact the regional committee and we will be more than happy to work
with you in any way.
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REGISTRATION WORKSHEET
For the month/year of ______________________

INCOME:
Registration
Meals
Newcomer Donation

$______________
$______________
$______________

Other Income:
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

$______________
$______________
$______________
Total Income

EXPENSES:
Packets (Pens, magnets, badges etc.)
Flyers (Paper, Printing etc.)
Misc (Envelopes, Pens, copies
other than reg. flyer etc.)
PO Box
Other Expenses:
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

$______________

$______________
$______________
$______________
$______________

$______________
$______________
$______________

Total Expense

$______________

Net Income/Expense Total This Month

$_______________
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FUNDRAISING WORKSHEET
For the month/year of ______________________

INCOME
Entry Fees (for: dances, potlucks etc.)
Raffles
Basket (from meetings)

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Other income:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Income

$_____________

EXPENSES
Room/Building Rentals
DJ/Bank/Entertainment
Extras (i.e. lighting/decorations/food etc)
Flyers, postage, mailings etc

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Other Expenses:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Expenses

Net Income/Expense Total

$_____________

This Month
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$______________

HOSPITALITY WORKSHEET
For the month/year of ______________________

INCOME
Cash Donations

$_____________

Other Income
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Income this month

$_____________

EXPENSES
Food and Drinks
Flyers, copies, postage

$_____________
$_____________

Other expenses
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Expenses this month

$_____________

Net Income/Expense This Month
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$_____________

MERCHANDISE/MEMORILBILIA
WORKSHEET
For the month/year of ______________________

INCOME
Current Year
T-Shirt Sales
Coffee Mug Sales
Other Items Sold
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
Previous Years Merchandise Sold
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Income this month
EXPENSES
T-Shirts
Coffee Mugs
Other Expenses
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

$_____________

$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________
$_____________

Total Expenses this month
Net Income/Expense This Month

$_____________
$_____________
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TREASURER REPORT
For the month/year of __________________
Event: ___________________________________________________
Date of Event: _____________________________________________
INCOME:
Petty Cash
Registrations
Meals
T-Shirt Sales (current event)
Coffee Mug (current event)
Previous Event Merchandise sold
Entry Fees (door charges)
Raffles
Basket
Newcomer Donations
Other Cash Donations
Taping/Vending Income
Auctions

$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________

$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________

Other Income
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________

$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________
$_________

$___________

$_________

$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
$___________
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THIS MONTH

Total Income this month/year
EXPENSES:
Room/Building/Hotel Rental
T-Shirts
Coffee Mugs
Event Flyers (paper, printing, copies etc.)
Food and Drink
Entertainment/DJ/Band etc
Extras (lighting, decorations etc)
Postage and PO Boxes
Taping/Vending
Travel- Programming/Speakers
Other Expenses
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
Total Expenses this month/year
Less Original Petty Cash Received
Net Income This Month/Year
16

THIS YEAR

